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Abstract
T-*"' TT "^oinectionist-type irchitecturM that aUow adistributed
firirr °d r I? satisfaction problems, and present, such solutions Weconsi er whether there exists a uniform model of computation that guarantees
n ergence to a solution from every initial state of the system, whenever such a so-
" rings we showhat there is no general solution that guarantees convergence from every itial state ofhe system using acompletely uniform, asynchronous model. However, some restricted
mom Td " " -for-, asynchronous model
mtw t is presented. An almost-uniform, asynchronousnet ork consistency protocol is also presented. Subprotocols are given to make an
undirected tree directed and to traverse agraph. We show that the algorithms are
en^iro"^enL° '^^ ble for dynamic or error-prone
1 Introduction
Consider the distributed version of the graph coloring problem, where each node must select
acolor from agiven set of colors) that is different from any color selected by its neighborsThis colonng task, whose sequential version is known to be NP-complete belongs to a
to'dist^r brn (CSPs) that present interesting chfllengesIi? hrSiWhT/ in the framework of connectionist architectures. Wet e distributed versions of such problems Network C nsistency Problems (NCPs)We consider what types 0 distributed models admit aself-stabilizing algorithm (namely
one that converges to asolution from any initial state of the network and the algorithm '^
and present such algorithms when possible.
r;z7=;—r„ir»LS7=^CSPs lack theoretical guarantees of converKence (tn a f cooii«ctioniat approaches to
the terms on which such convergence cJbe ^r 'f''
atically explored tUl now. Other'related attem^for ^ ^ CSP ribrLr"
sa'r - a-7
be established (Section 3) Within this model f guarantees can
algorithm for i restricted su ts nTl kHbat^ctL'T" -^l^stabili^ingPreliminary versions of some of these resulTrfir't ap^^ed^'•
2 Model and Definitions
2.1 CSP definition
Anetwork of binary constraints involves aset of nvariables V v u
its domain values, ZPi D and a of ( * • a each represented bytwo variables X. lad'Iv' U;;ubset of he r, constrairtt /f, between
values of the variables are compatible with each oTher A°solutioi ^
to all the variables which satisfies all the rr.n t • ♦ j l ^ assignment of values
associated with suchTnetwrnk ist find ^ n' satisfaction problem
aCSP is defined by: p={. = x„|v" (I x'
abl« ^dTnWedgtfLrec '^'' f' '"mvari-
munication is only pairwise we foniq nn til- ki e but since network com-
IS associated with a strict lexicographic order (X- X \n ib i ''°kThe domains are explicitly indicLd on ^^hrnodS XId '''VT.T®'"''"''
Itly listed near the link between them wb • /' * constraints are explic-
A", and V. resnectivelv Tb' ' ^ P®" Pon'e'Ponds to possible values for J(A =aA!^:?c7or (^3 c)
Figure 1. CSP constraint graph and its DFS spanning tree
2.2 The communication model
Our general communication model is known aa the "shared memory multi-reader single-
writer model. Adistributed network consists of nnodes that communicate through shied
communication registers. The network can be viewed as a communication graph where
nodes represent processors and links correspond to communication registers. We assume that
the communication and the constraint graphs are identical, and thus two nodes communicateIff they are constrained. Ageneral communication register (denoted stata) is written into
wiLtL" 1 'I Aprivate communication register(denoted r.J is written into by node i and may be read only by one of i's neighbor j
Acommunication register may have several fields, but is regarded as one unit. Aprivate
communication register can be regarded as afield of the general register, accessed only by
the appropriate neighbor.
funrti'on^n ^ ^ State-machine whose state is controlled by atransitionf ction that is dependent on its current state and the states of its ueighbors. In other
iTr consisting of reading the states of allIts neighbors (if necessary), deciding whether to change its state and then moving to anew
state . Astate of the processor encodes the values of its communication registers and its
internal variables. Aconfiguration cof the system is the state vector of all nodes.
Let C2 be two configurations. We write Cx if c, is aconfiguration which is reached
from configuration Cj by some subset of processors simultaneously executing asingle atomic
step. An execution of the system is an infinite sequence of configurations £ = cq c,
such that for evCTy i, c,>,. The initial configuration is denoted An execution is
considered fair ifevery node participates in it infinitely often.
We present the transition functions as programs. Assuming that the "program counter"
is one of the local variables encoded by the state, an execution of the program step by step
IS equivalent to a sequence of state transitions. The collection of all transition functions is
cailed a protocol. The processors are anonymous, i.e., have no identities (we use the terms
node I and processor Pi interchangeably and as awriting convenience only).
The execution of the system can be managed either by a central demon (scheduler)
defined m[9, 10] or by a distributed demon defined in [2, 10). The distributed demon
atomicity, requiring only a teat-and-wt operation, is sufficient, but is not used
nerc in order to simplify the arguments.
activates a subset of the system's nodes at each step, while the central demon activates
only one node at a time. All activated nodes execute a single atomic step simultaneously.
Thus the scheduler affects the possible executions. The central demon can be viewed as a
simplified version of the distributed one, since itsexecutions are included in the executions of
the distributed demon. Aproblem is impossible for a demon if for every possible program
using that demon, there exists a fair execution that does not find a solution to the problem.
Therefore, what is impossible for the central demon is impossible also for the distributed
one.
When a central demon is assumed, an interleaving of single operations is sufficient for
the analysis of the protocol. Nevertheless, on the implementation level, truly independent
nodes can execute in parallel since they cannot affect each other. Only neighboring nodes
in the communication graph cannot execute at the same atomic step when a central demon
is assumed.
2.3 Self-stabilization
Aself-stabilizing protocol [9] is one with a particular convergence property. The system
configurations are partitioned into two classes —legal, denoted by L, and illegal. The pro-
tocol is self-stabilizing if in any infinite fair execution, starting from any initial configuration(and with any input values) and given "enough time", the system eventually reaches a legal
configuration and all subsequently computed configurations are legal. Thus aself-stabilizing
protocol converges from any point in its configuration space to a stable, legal region. Note
that the lack of any assumption about the initial configuration also means that a node can
start the execution of the protocol at any point, not necessarily from the beginning.
The legality of a configuration depends on the aim of the protocol. In our case, we
wish to design a protocol for solving the network consistency problem. Thus, the set of
legal configurations are those having a consistent assignment of values to all the nodes in
the network, if such an assignment exists, and any set otherwise. This definition allows
the system to oscillate among various solutions, if more than one consistent assignment is
possible. However, the protocols that are presented in this paper converge to one of the
possible solutions.
An inherent limitation of the self-stabilizing model is that a global view of the entire
network is needed in order to detect whether a legal configuration has been reached. A node
is not able to identify (via its state and the states of its neighbors) whether the convergence
of the system has been completed. Therefore, self-stabilizing protocols are assumed to run
forever, repeatedly checking for legality, even though eventual stabilization of the system is
guaranteed and at some point the execution could beexternally terminated.
Since internal detection of global convergence is impossible, composition of two self-
stabilizing subprotocols cannot be implemented by executing one of them and after its con
vergence executing the other. Nevertheless, composition ofself-stabilizing protocols is easily
implemented by an interleaved execution since the correctness proof of the resulting protocol '
is implied by the correctness of its self-stabilizing components. If subprotocol A depends
on the results of subprotocol 0, the execution of A is likely to be meaningless before the
convergence of B. However, ^'s convergence is eventually guaranteed, since B eventually
converges and following that point the assumption used in the correctness proof of Aistrue, and Awill converge. Similar observations have been made independently in [10|.
2.4 The limits of uniform self-stabilization
Aprotocol is uniform if all the nodes are logically equivalent and identically programmed(i.e., have identical transition functions). Following an observation made by Dijkstra [91
reg^ding the computational limits of auniform model for performing the mutual exclusion
^oi 7h r k!!iT''' be solved using auniform protocol. This IS accomplished by presenting aspecific constraint network and proving that its
convergence cannot be guaranteed using any uniform protocol.
thi.'^ qp'^ .T "Jf of numbering aring of processors in acyclic ascending order - we callthis CSP the "rmg ordering problem". The constraint graph of the problem Is a ring
of nodes, each with the domain {0, 1, .... n —H Everv Unlr haa * e •
Ui a }\rr.^A n ^ ^ tae S€t of constraints{( , (i + 1) mod n)| 0<»<n- 1} i.e., the left node is smaller by one than the rizht A
solution to this problem is acyclic permutation of the numbers 0, ... ,n - 1, which means
vafuel ' ^tre assigned different
u'nderaTent;aI d^mof 'be ring ordering problem,
Proofi In order to obtain a contradiction, assume that there exists a uniform self
prfbtm the ring orderingro le for aring having acomposite number of nodes, n=r-g {r,q >I). Since convergenc!
whM° nt""!!" ®I configuration. In particular, the protocol converges
protocol for which the network never converges to aconsistent solution, contradicting the
self stabilization property of the protocol. Assume the following execution:
Po.
Pu
p,,
Pq+li
P2q, •••1 -Ptf-l),,
'
-1
P2q~l, P^iq-lj •••1 P'q-l,
'o identical states, after their first activationbecause their inputs, imtial states and transition functions are identical, and when each one of
them IS activated its neighbors ue in identical states too. The same holds for any sequential
activat on of processors 0<. <r, 0<>< ,}. Thus, cycling through the above
schedule assures that Po and P„ for instance, move to identical states over and over again,
ninfinite number of times. Since aconsistent solution requires their states to be different
the network will never reach aconsistent solution, thus yielding acontradiction. Figure'
Figure 2: The ring ordering problem (n « 6)
2demonstrates such a counterexample execution for a ring with six nodes The ' A- . ^
nodes are scheduled in each configuration. Different color, refer to d.fferent'states. " •
demon~wh?ch cln'produc '^rhe lamVsTh^tfe'^ TtZnr'r- "
»™Trrrr"r'""~—
s r.z^cj7rr;r'way to distinguish between two Internal nodes. However we^il show sIcUo 7l T '^f
acentral denton, auntfortn self-stab.lir.ng tree network c;::isTl;';:;titrZ^
protocrL'e7"th''fcemraTr''' P^^lem cannot be solved using auniform
-r . mofe relaxed model of an
.izir^Zeitt
3 Consistency-Generation Protocol
The/om'r/""*"'/.!" ^ '^f-'^ bilizing network consistency (NC) protocol
^ems from the completeness of the sequential constraint satisf^tion algorithm i ZuTat 'We bnefly review some basic sequential techniques for constraint satisfaction
3.1 Sequential aspects of constraint satisfaction
The moet common elgor.thm for solving aCSP is backtracking. In it, standard version
the algor, hm traverse, the variable, in apredetermined order, provisionally assigning con
sistent value, to asubsequence (.Vi .Y.) of variable, and attempting to append toTa
new instantiation of .Y,+, such that the whole set 1, consistent ("forward" phase) If no
consistent ^signment can be found for the next variable X^.,, adeadend situation occurs-
the algorithm backUack, to the most recent variable ("backward" phase), change, its
assignment and continues from there.
One useful improvement of backtracking, called backjumping [7] consult, the topology
of the constraint paph to guide it, backward phase. Specifically, instead of going back to tZ
T^th 'd"d >><tck several leveU to the first variable connected
t backstm r tb"'f '^Sorithm retreats has no more values,
variabt or t^ih d r°!,' '^ ose connected either to the originaliable o the new eadend variable, and so on.
venLteT npd "f"®/ depth-first search (DFS) on the constraint graph (to
fhrOFS tr~ mTT'"® KT d ° backjumping in an Inorder traversal ofSnnfng tr«. ^""'P-b^k destination of variable XIs the parent of Xin the DFS
anv^«c of'thHrrl^ ^ implementation is that
^e To anode d " T " T' '"u * '''(ne., t resi ing along the path leading to it from the root). Consequently, the DFS
Incest'"® decomposition of the graph; if a variable Xand all its
If T wm h H 8^^Pb. tbe remaining subtrees rooted at childrenIrelnTei I »^FS spanning tree of the constraint graph
netwn kb'° °'® ^ removed from the graph the
dllZn t"'"T r ®'®<' X,. This translates to aproblemSTsubTr^ T l'? «« instantiated, then the solutions ofail It subtrees are comp etely independent and can be performed in parallel [12]
3.2 General protocol description
^TnillTT*' P'°'°®°' based on adistributed version of the sequential back-
of thl conST-X
The NO protocol is logically composed of two self-stabilizing subprotocols that can be
executed interleaved, as explained In Section 2.3:
1. DFS spanning tree generation
2. value aaaignment (using the graph traversal mechanism)
The second subprotocol assumes the existence of a DFS spanning tree in the network,
owever, the implementations of these subprotocols are unrelated to each other and thus
can be independently replaced by any other implementation.
Until the first subprotocol establishes a DFS spanning tree, the second subprotocol will
execute, but in all likelihood will not lead to a proper assignment of values. However,
we prove that the DFS spanning tree generation subprotocol is self-stabilizing, and thus
generation of a DFS spanning tree is eventually guaranteed. The convergence of the second
subprotocol is also guaranteed starting from any configuration, assuming the existence of a
DFS spanning tree. Therefore, it is guaranteed to converge properly after the DFS spanning
tree generation has been completed.
The basic idea of the protocol is to decompose the network (problem) logically into several
independent subnetworks (subproblems), according to the DFS spanning tree structure, and
to instantiate these subnetworks (solve the subproblems) in parallel. Aproper control'over
value instantiation is guaranteed by the graph traversal mechanism presented in Section 3.4.
Below are some of the notations we use through the rest of the paper. When the DFS
spanning tree generation subprotocol stabilizes, each internal node, i, has one adjacent node,
paren((i), designated as its parent in the tree, and aset of child nodes denoted childr€n{i)]
Figure 3indicates the environment of an internal node (3a), the root (3b), and a leaf (3c)
The link leading from parent{i) to i is called i's inlink while the links connecting i to its
children are called i soutlinks. The set of i's neighboring nodes in the graph that are also
its ancestors in the DFS spanning tree (i.e., reside along the path from the root to i) are
called i's predecessors and denoted predeces3ors{i).
predecedors(i) childrenfi) children(i) predecedort(i)
parenl(i) parenl(i)
• a - islntemal node • b • i«Rooc . c • i«Leaf
Figure 3: The neighborhood set of a node
3.3 Self-stabilizing DFS spanning tree generation protocol
This section presents an almost uniform, self-stabilizing protocol for generating a DFS span
ning tree. The protocol, its correctness proof, and some generalizations appear in [5]. How
ever, for the sake of completeness we present the protocol and a sketch of the proof in this
paper. This subprotocol is the source of non-uniformity for the whole NC protocol. The
root of the generated tree will be the distinguished node 0 {Pq).
3.3.1 Minimally labeled tree
For the sake of tree generation, we assume that every node *has an enumerating function
OEi, which enumerates all i's adjacent edges in some order. We use the following definitions
that apply to every node in the graph:
edge number - the value Q,(j) given by node t to the edge that leads to its neighbor j.
Every edge has a number when viewed from one end, and perhaps a different number
when viewed from the other end.
label - a sequence of edge numbers.
valid label - a sequence of edge numbers starting with 1 that describes a simple (loopless)
path from the root to the node, represented by the edge numbers in the same order as
they appear along the path.
minimal label - the smallest valid label of a node with respect to the complete lexico
graphical order defined over the set of labels, where X is the minimal character.
We denote the minimal label of node i as A node that has its minimal label is said
to be minimally labeled.
minimal path —the path from the root to a node that is represented by the minimal label.
Lemma 1: The set of the minimal labels of all the nodes in the graph induces a spanning
tree called the minimally labeled tree.
Proof: Every minimal label induces (represents) a path. In order to prove the lemma,
we show that any combination of the minimal paths does not create loops (when directions
are ignored). Obviously, there are no loops in a single minimal path, since otherwise its
representing label wouldn't be minimal. Moreover, there are no two minimal paths to node
i and to node j with different subpaths leading from the root to the same node k. This
would mean that the minimal labels and ij have different prefixes leading to k. At least
one of these prefixes is greater than f*. Hence replacing it with ti, would decrease the label,
contradicting its minimality.- Thus in the set of all the minimal paths there are no two
different subpaths leading from the root to the same node, and therefore no loop is created
by combining minimal paths. Since the minimal paths connect all the nodes to the root,
their combination produces a connected, loopless subgraph, which is a spanning tree. •
Theorem 2: The minimally labeled tree is a DPS spanning tree.
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that for every two neighboring nodes in the
graph one is an ancestor (predecessor in our terms) of the other in the minimally labeled
tree. This is one definition of a DPS spanning tree. For full details see [5]. •
Next we present a protocol that generates a minimally labeled tree in the graph.
3.3.2 DFS spanning tree protocol
Generally the DFS spanning tree generating protocol works as follows: During the execution
of the protocol the special node 0. which plays the role of the root, assigns itself the label X
and suggests labels to its neighbors. The label suggested to j by its neighbor i is constructed
by concatenating a,{j) to is own label (X in the case of the root). Every non-root node
chooses the smallest label suggested to it to be its label and the suggesting neighbor to be
its parent, and suggests labels to its neighbors in a similar way.
The communication register between i and j contains the following fields used by the
DFS spanning tree generation protocol:
Tij.mark - contains the label that is "suggested" to j by i.
Tij.par - a boolean field that is set to TRUE iff t chose j as its parent.
The edges of the tree can be regarded as directed from the children towards the parent, and
aL', n" ° °°A* u" ''y the neighbors whose r,„por field is true.Additionally every node has two internal variables:
Li - contains the label of t.
parenti - contains the number of the edge according to a,- that leads to the neighbor
selected as i s parent. ®
"ti, protocol the label, of all the nodes (namely, the values of the L,
variables) eventual yconverge to the minimal labels (^.-s), and the tree that is constructed
om the edges that are indicated by the parent variables is the minimally labeled tree.
We «sume that dl the variables have afixed length (number of bits). Assigning atoo
Urge value to avariable causes an overflow that results in losing the most significant part of
e value. This is an abstraction of the common overflow bit mechanism, which is used to
simplify the presentation and the correctness proof of the protocol. The notation ^ refers to
the assignments where the above assumption is essential to the correctness of the protocol to
express that no more than n least significant bits are assigned. To guarantee the correctness
ot our DFS spanning tree protocol, we assume that n > ulog k, where nis the number of the
nodes mthe ^aph and kis the maximal degree. This is the number of bits that are needed
to reprwent the largest minimal label that is possible in the graph. Figure 4presents the
Theorem 3: After afinite stabilization period, all the nodes are minimally labeled in their
variables, the parent variable of every node points to its parent in the minimally labeled
tree and there are no further changes in the values of these variables.
Proof: After the first execution of the algorithm by anode, its parent variable is always
equal to the last character of its label. Moreover, eventually there is an equivalence between
the set of the labels in the graph and the tree induced by the parent variables. Thus, it is
root 0:
Begin
1. do forever
2. Lo^L
for m = 0 to /fe — I do
rt^.mark *— Loom
rom-P<^r *- FALSE
non-root i:
Begin
1. do forever
2. Li *- min«,o..A-i(rmi-marfc)
3. parenti *— m s.t. Li = r^,-.mar/fc
4. for m = 0 to /fc — I do
mark L%om
6. rinj.par (m = partnU)
Figure 4: DPS spanning tree protocol
sufficient to prove the convergence of the labels (L values) to the minimal labels. We prove
this convergence by induction on the depth of the node in the minimally labeled tree.
Bast: d = 0. The root assigns the value 1 to its L variable, which is its minimal label by
definition.
Sup: Assume that the labels of all nodes whose depth in the minimally labeled tree is
smaller than d have converged to the minimal labels and that these nodes have written their
suggestions. Consider a node i whose depth in the minimally labeled tree is d. We prove that
after finite time the following assertion is satisfied: the labels of all the nodes in the subtree
rooted at i in the minimally labeled tree is v ii. Let j (possibly j = j) be the node with the
smallest label among the nodes in the subtree rooted at a, after the nodes with depth not
greater than d —1 have stabilized and after all the nodes have updated their values at least
once. The last assumption assures that from this point on every node executes the protocol
from the beginning, and, as we are about to show, the smallest label value in the subgraph
will not decrease.
Since the minimally labeled tree is a DPS spanning tree, the edges connect the nodes
in the subtree rooted at i (and j in particular) either to t's ancestors, whose labels have
already converged (using the induction hypothesis), or to nodes that are in the same subtree.
Consider the next time Lj and partntj are updated. Let k be the neighbor that j chooses
to be its parent at this stage:
1. If k is i's ancestor in the minimally labeled tree, then Lk has already converged to ii,
and thus by the definition of ij, ockU) is greater (or equal if j = i) than the number
given by afc to the Hrst edge on the path from kto i. Therefore cxkU) V^
The label of ; increases, unless it is already not smaller than " "
' ^ ° that /s label
As we have shown, the smallest label in the subtree rooted at . increases unless all the
ittrrAn V°' inc«mentati;ns an overflowappears. An overflowed label does not begin with Xand thus it is v I,. Therefore after a
this wav^B '""'V t•''''' " -tiler thin" and stayI f a d ""t® • 't' algorithm, aU the suggestions it gets arlt (., and the suggestion of its parent in the minimally labeled tree is f Isine. ih .
..bd he d„e„ Th.., C:To
3.4 Value assignment subprotocol
Thesecond subprotocol assumes the existenrp ofa HFQ <!«,.« • * • i
each non-root node has a designated
Tt 'rIt "•"»
.hi. hi "4™ if.
i^isais=^l3.4.2 presents the value assignment strategy that guarantees convergence trkrolulion
Each node . (representing variable ,Y.) has alist of possible values, denoted as Doma^n
lewea as apart of the system or as inputs that are always valid (though thev can be chan v..d
unng the execution, forcing the network to readjust itself to the changes).
The state register of each node contains the following fields:
""'"dea'dln?)!''»
""''modi fs'oN iflh""*,"''"f Anode's
twl! I1 . assignment of itself or one of its ancestors was changed since ,
. The modes of all nodes also give an indication of whether they have reached
aconsistent state (all in an OFF mode). ^
'-vers.l
Additionally, each node haa asequence set of domain values that is implemented as an
or ered list ^d is controlled by alocal domain pointer (to be explained later), and alocal
direction field indicating whether the algorithm is in its forward or backward phase.
3.4.1 Graph traversal using privileges
ine'tfwh'ich"''"',f i» handled by aself-stabilizing privilege passing mechanism, accord-
Id a d n T ®privilege to act, granted to it either by its parent or by itschil ren. Ano e is allowed to change its state only if it is privileg d.
rr" "i'"™ -r;•-
,chem« 19 implemented by having every atate reglslee contain^o Wdi- "iMrenl (an'm
llTch U childrenJag, referring to all its outlinks. Alink is balanced ifthe cAi/drenJay and the parentJag on its e dp ints have the same value anH th- r C•
unbalanced otherwise. Anode becomes privileged if its inlink is unbalaiiced and all it's
a^d^S:Sd/° -ished for'a
1. parenUagi ^ children
2. VA e children{i) : childrenJagi =parentJag^ (the inlink is unbalanced)(the outlinks are balanced)
Lftfbe° bal" ceT"'"
it is'^ pr^vlleeL^^rth"'^ assignment subprotocol (described in Section 3.4.2) only whenI privileg d o erwise ,t leaves its state unchanged. As part of the execution of the
subprotocol, the node paases the privilege. The privilege can be passed bXTds to [he
bv !h the 'nlink or forward to the children by unbalancing the outlinks (i eyc anging the value of parentJag or childrenJag, respectively)
• Denote achain to be amaximal sequence of unbalanced links, e,, e,..., e„, s.t. :
1. the inlink of the node whose outlink is e,, is balanced, unless the node is the root
outlink.respectively, of a common node.
3. all the outlinks of the node whose inlink is e,, are balanced.
*I'd denoted as the chain headand ends at the node with the inlink c„, denoted as the chain tail.
. Denote abranch to be apath from the root to aleaf.
• s'r •»"».i.< i»k. „ .k,
Figure 5 shows a legally controlled configuration The DF*? * .
directed, and the values (+ or -) of the nn^f tn ' spanning tree edge are
are specified above and below the node respectively '^^ the cAtWrcn_(a(? of every ade
legally controlled configuration anode a!nd iL anr^ T P^^ileged nodes are black, na
and therefore cannot reassign their values simultaneon^ Privileged at the same me
and forwards along the branches. We prove (Section th^ travel backw rds
mechanism, the network eventually convereel to a f n
that are also legal with respect to the network consistency t2k. confignral >ns
- Privileged node
Figure 5: Legally controlled configuration
3.4.2 Value assignment
"ri »"• •" p'- •subtrees assign themselves (in parallen v I forward phase, nodes mdiffen itthe consistency of the.> ^signed a e When""'d"' P-decessors or ve.uy
consistent value to assign, f^sirns " wt field -Since the root has no TcLstors, ifdl „o/"wk'n it ^
only assigns anew value rthT;nd ofTb'lwttpire"wh'n "'T
new forward phase. phase, when needed, and then initiates a
,hii. ,h. b„k,j ;t " - r It •" •< .i.
predecessors, moves to an ON mode and initiates a new value assignment. A more elaborate
description follows.
.\n intern^^l node can be in one of three situations:
• Node i is activated by its parent which is in an ON mode (this is the forward
phase of value assignments). In that case some change of value in one of its predecessors
might have occurred. It, therefore, finds the first value in its domain that is consistent
with all its predecessors, puts itself in am ON mode and passes the privilege to its
children. If no consistent value exists, it assigns itself the value (a deadend) and
passes the privilege to its parent (initiating a backward phase).
• Node i is activated by its parent which is in an off mode, (this is the forward
phase of consistency verification). In that case it verifies the consistency of its current
value with its predecessors. If it is consistent it stays in (or moves to) an OFF mode
and passes the privilege to its children. If not, it tries to find the next value in its
domain that is consistent with all its predecessors, and acts like in the previous case.
A leaf, having no children, is always activated by its parent and always passes the
privilege back to its parent (initiating a backward phase).
• Node i is activated by its children (backward phase). If one of the children
has a value, i selects the next value in its domain that is consistent with all its
predecessors, and passes the privilege back to its children. If no consistent value is
available, it assigns itself a and passes the privilege to its parent. If ail children
have a consistent value, i passes the privilege to its parent.
Due to the privilege passing mechanism, when a parent sees one of its children in a deadend
it still has to wait until all of them have given it the privilege. This is done to guarantee
that all subtrees have a consistent view regarding their predecessors' values.
Once it has become privileged, a node cannot tell where the privilege came from (i.e.,
from its parent or from its children). Thus, a node uses its direction field to indicate the
source of its privilege. Since during the legally-controlled period no more than one node is
privileged on every branch, the privileges travel along the branches backwards and forwards.
The direction field of each node indicates the direction of the next expected wave. When
passing the privilege to its children, the node assigns its direction field the BACKWARD value,
expecting to get the privilege back during the next backward wave, while when passing the
privilege to its parent it assigns the FORWARD value, preparing itself for the next forward
wave. Thus, upon receiving the privilege again, it is able to recognize the direction it came
from: if direction = backward , the privilege was recently passed towards the leaves and
therefore it can come only from its children; if direction = FORWARD, the privilege was
recently passed towards the root and therefore it can come only from its p2Lrent. The value
of the direction field can be improper upon the initialization of the system. However, after
the first time a node passes the privilege its direction field remains properlyupdated. Figure
6 presents the privilege passing procedures for node i.
The algorithms performed by a non-root node (i ^ 0) and the root once they become
privileged and after reading the neighbors' states are presented in Figures 7 and 8.
procedure pass-priviiege-to-parent
Begin
1. dirtctioTii •— FORWARD
2. parentJag, c/iz/dren
End.
procedure pass-privilege-to-children
Begin
1. directioni BACKWARD
2. childrenJagi
End.
{ prepare for the next wave }
{ balance inlink }
{ prepare for the next wave }
{ unbalance outlinks }
Figure 6: Privilege passing procedures
root 0:
Begin
1. if -consistent(ua/uco, cAi7drcn(0)) then
2. mode *— ON
3. value next-value
4. else { all children are consistent }
mode *— OFF
pass-privilege-to-children
non-root i:
Begin
1. if direction = FORWARD then { forward phase }
2. if mode^rcnt(i) = ON then {achange in avalue assignment occurred }
potnier *—0 { reset domain pointer }
{ parent's mode is OFF }
if consistent(ya/ue„prcdcccsors(i)) then
6. mode *— OFF
7. if{pointer = 0) V^consistent(fa/uc„prcdcccsors(i)) V
V{direction = BACKWARD A"-consistentCva/uCi, cAt7dren(i))) then
8. value compute-next-consistent-value
{ privilege passing }9. if leaf(i) V{value =*}V {direction = BACKWARD Aconsistent(ua/uc,-, c/ii/dren{0))
10. thenpass-privilege-to-parent
11. else pass-privilege-to-children
End. I
Figure 7: Value assignment subprotocols for root and non-root nodes
The procedure compute-next-consistent«value (Figure 8) tests each value located
after the domain pointer for consistency. More precisely, the domain value is checked against
each of prcdccc3sor(i)'s values, and the next domain value consistent with the predecessors
is returned. The pointer's location is readjusted accordingly (i.e., to the found value) and the
mode of the node is set to ON . If no consistent value is found, the value returned is and the
pointer is reset to the beginning of the domain. The predicateconsistent(ua/, set.of.nodes)
is TRUE if the value of val is consistent with the value fields of set.of.nodes and none of
them is deadended (h«is the value
procedure compute-nextoconsiatent-value
Begin
1. modei *— ON
2. while pointer < endof Domaini do
3. pointer *— pointer -f- I
4. if con8i8tent(Z)amam,[potn<er], predecessors{i)) then
5. return Domaini\pointer] { a consistent value was found }
6. pointer ♦— 0
7. return * {no consistent value exists }
Figure 8: Consistency procedure
The algorithm performed by the root, Pq, when it is privileged, is slightly different and
in a way simpler. The root does not check consistency. All it does is assign a new value
at the end of each backward phase, when needed, and then initiate a new forward phase.
The procedure next-value increments the domain pointer's location and returns the value
indicated by the domain pointer. If the end of the domain list is reached, the pointer is reset
to the first (smallest) value.
The value assignment subprotocol can be regarded as uniform since each node may have
both the root's protocol and the non-root's protocol and decide between them based on the
role assigned to it by the DFS spanning tree protocol.
3.4.3 Proof of self-stabilization
To prove the correctness of our NO protocol, we first prove that the graph traversal is
self-stabilizing, namely, that the system eventually reaches a legally controlled configuration
(even if the values in the nodes are not yet consistent), and from that point it remains legally
controlled. Assuming the system is legally controlled, we show that if a legal assignment
exists, it is eventually reached and thereafter remains unchanged. Thus the system reaches
a legal set of configurations and stays there — and therefore is self-stabilizing.
Before presenting the proof, note that a non-root node is privileged when its inlink is
unbalanced (thus it is on a chain) and all its outlinks are balanced. In other words, a non-root
node IS privileged iff it is a chain tail. The root is privileged iff it is not a chain head. .Mso
note that passing the privilege by a node affects only the chains on the branches containing
that node, because it has no interaction with other branches.
In order to prove the self-stabilization of the privilege passing mechanism, we first prove
some of its properties.
Lemma 2: In every infinite fair execution, every non-root node that is on achain eventually
passes the privilege to its parent.
Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the node's height, h (i.e., its distance from
the nearest leaf), and on the possible value assignments from the domain of the node.
Base: A=0. The node is a leaf and, therefore, when activated, can pass the privilege only
to its parent.
Step: Assume node i, whose height is A> 0, is on a chain. Node i eventually becomes
privileged, because if any of i's outlinks are unbalanced, then the corresponding children
are on chains and the induction hypothesis holds for them, namely they eventually pass the
privileges to t. Note that a node that passes its privilege to the parent (to i in our case)
does not become privileged again, unless its parent had become privileged first and passed
the privilege to its children, since outlinks are unbalanced by a privileged node only.
If, when becoming privileged, i passes the privilege to its parent, the claim is proven.
Otherwise, whenever i passes the privilege to its children the same argument holds, so i
eventually becomes privileged again. Moreover, i's domain pointer is advanced every timi
It passes the privilege to its children. Therefore, after a finite number of such passings,
bounded by the size of domain,, the domain pointer reaches a and then, following the
code in Figures 7and 8, i passes the privilege to its parent. Q
Theorem 4: The graph traversal mechanism is self-stabilizing with respect to the set of
legally controlled configurations. Namely, it satisfies the following assertions:
1. Reachability ~Starting from any initial configuration, the system eventually reaches a
legally controlled configuration.
2. Closure - If c is a legally controlled configuration and c -* d then d is also a legally
controlled configuration.
Proof: We prove the theorem by showing that all thenon-root chain heads in the network
eventually disappear. Note that passing a privilege by the root makes the root a chain head,
but does not increase the number of non-root chain heads. Passing a privilege by any non-
root node does not create any chain head. When a non-root node passes the privilege It
is a chain tail (its outlinks are balanced). Thus, if the privilege is passed to the node's
children, none of them become a chain head, since their parent is still on the same chains.
On the other hand, if the privilege is passed to its parent, the node balances its inlink,
which cannot possibly create a new chain head. Thus the number of the non-root chain
heads in the network never increases. Moreover, Lemma 2 implies that every non-root node
that IS on a chain and particularly any non-root chain head eventually passes the privileze
Ld! stTa!?:' T ^ ""'"ber of the non-root chainheads e dily decreases, until no non-root chain heads are left, hence the network is legally
conlLlled forever "
•The self-stabilization property of the NC protocol is inherited from its subprotocols-
DFS spanning tree generation and value assignment. Once the self-stabilization of privilege-
ofTpl K K " "'"T ^ distributed implementationf DFS-b«ed backjumpmg, which guarantees the convergence of the network to a legal
solution, if one exists, and if not, repeatedly checks all the possibilities.
3.4.4 Complexity analysis
t'^ r complexity estimate of the value assignment subprotocol, assuming a DFS-ree already exists, can be given by counting the number of state changes until the network
ur™ is rt^hed"'' ^
Let 7-,^ stMd for the maximal number of privilege passings in the subnetwork with aDFS
rf i i of assigning all of its domainalues (i necessary) and passing the privilege forward to its children for every assigne value(for anon-root node it is the number of privilege passings in its subtree before the node passes
nd let" ILn'ftrf• spanmngT^t kbou d the domain sizes. Since every time that the root of the subtree becomes
rwfowii"Lu"rl"L'°
= k-T^
-tm-l
n = 1
Solving thU recurrence yields: 7^ =t", which is the number of privilege passings before
reaching the legally controlled configuration where only the root is privileged.
on -""nber of additional state changes towards atotal convergence depends
a^hrarT'tlTf r® r ® backjumplng algorithm, and the same time boundpplies to both of '•bern. Let stand for the axim l number of value reassignments in
equals be se^ch space that is explored by the sequential algorithm. Since any assignment
TndeJ^de H ®r "if"'®' '' ^ can be solvedindepen ntly, obeys the following recurrence:
= k.b.T^_,
n = k
Solving this recurrence yields:
Thus the overall worst time complexity of the value assignment subprotocol is: T„ =
~ Note that when the tree is balanced we get that = 0(njt:'").
the;rp°rnt^°in Il3 '' -P--
The average performance of the NC protocol can be further improved by adding to it
consfste'^ t tf fo "'-"""''•"'y subprotocol [16]. Anetwork is said to be arc
nei^hb! "h "r '° '' »consistent value in all itsg ors domains. Arc consistency can be achieved by arepeated execu ionoff
vll°ue^r^"'h"'rih neighbors' domains and eliminates any of ^^0'^ "
values for which there is no consistent value in one of its neiffhbors'domains Thi« ra f iIS clearly self-stabilizing, since the domain sizes are finite, and they can only shrink or™e°ieft
^nchlnged ^ ^oma^ns^tLam
3.5 Example
i^ttrdetr: th :rera'r;ot^^^^of the domain lists. Fm teTfVxpUnatio^ in M
eL'cut't^n'l S'T°' '""h 't'
^e parem fieli of a? !r® " '"T -de.
tit-Sontlrnt::" appropriate edle. In
Ltth'frHfbT^ ^ ^h'eXlslt,leng o valid labels is assumed to be four digits including i T>i#» k ^ • c-
"s'S L" rr? i"-;-
Figures 9, 10, 11 present aprefix of execution composed of six configurations, demonstrat
T^y Ltrrtld I^sUt^ fT"'- simultanruX.hey ftrst read the states of their neighbors, then perform the DFS spanning tree generation
and^^fo™Th T previously read values to decide which nodes are privileged
.Mrzz :S""rr:i:r.™sr"'''''"•"
themselves as privileged after performing the DFS spanning tree
ol^ent °°tr"v7"®in every configuration. Note that since there are no
thTneiTb 9)' '^ e non-root nodes believe (after readingheir neighbors states and executing the DFS spanning tree generation procedure) thaf
e eaves ( igure 10a). This causes redundant privileged nodes. Also note that the
p« > p
'I ' ' .
ON • «
Figure 9: Initial configuration
DFS spanning tree generation procedure may produce loops (Figure 10a) due to unfortunate
initialization of the labels. This causes overflows in the labels (Figure 10b) that guarantee
eventual establishment of the minimally labeled tree (Figure lid).
The configuration presented in Figure lid is legally controlled and the parent fields in
it induce the minimally labeled tree, although one of the nodes mistakenly regards itself as
a leaf. Figure lie presents the first legal configuration in the execution, where a solution is
reached.
4 Network Consistency for Trees
In the rest of the paper we discuss protocols for .a restricted class of network topologies —
trees. Our aim is to see whether such a restricted class of problems can be solved using
the more relaxed, uniform, distributed model, and whether it can result in a more efficient
protocol.
It is well known that the sequential network consistency problem on trees is tractable,
and can be achieved in linear time [16]. Aspecial algorithm for this task is composed of an
arc consistency phase (which is explained at the end of Section 3.4 and can be efficiently
implemented on trees), followed by value assignment in an order created by some rooted
tree. It has been shown that an arc consistent tree enables backtrack-free value assignment
with no deadends [13]. Applying the general NC protocol together with the arc consistency
protocol toa tree will already result in improved performance: when arc consistency is estab
lished, one forward phase of the value assignment protocol is sufficient to assign consistent
values to all the nodes since no deadends occur (see also [8]). Therefore, the almost-uniform
NC protocol if applied to trees is guaranteed to converge in a polynomial number of steps
Figure 10: First steps to convergence
Figure 11: Network convergence
f"- has stabilized. There is agood chance for the privilegepassing also to stabilize faster, since the arc consistency procedure decreases the domains.
Since the DFS spanning tree subprotocol of our general algorithm was the source for
Its non-uniformity, we reexamine the possibility that for trees, a rooted directed tree can
be imposed via a uniform protocol. We have already shown that when using a distributed
demon, auniform, network-consistency protocol for trees is not feasible. Therefore, the only
avenue not yet explored is whether under a central demon such a protocol does exist. We
next show that this conjecture is indeed correct.
4.1 A uniform tree-consistency protocol
In principle a uniform tree-consistency (TC) protocol can be extracted from the general NC
protoco by simply replacing the DFS spanning tree protocol with a uniform rooted-tree
protocol to direct an undirected tree, since any rooted tree is also a DFS tree when the
whole graph is atree. Since the arc consistency protocol and the value assignment protocol
th!t f'"t resulting TC protocol will be uniform. Nevertheless, we will showa or trees, the value assignment protocol can be simplified as weU, w ile there is no need
for a special privilege-passing mechanism.
The TC protocol consists of the following two subprotocols;
1. tree directing
2. (a) arc-consistency
(b) tree value assignment
"re tree has been directed, value assignment is even-
nrmorol^^A tree-value assignmentp otocol). cAoose a value consistent with your parent's assignment". Such a value mus
exist, since otherwise the value assigned by the parent would have been removed by the arc
consistency procedure. Since, as we will show, the tree directing protocol is self-stabilizing
and since the arc consistency protocol is self-stabilizing as well, the value assignment protocol
eventually converges to a consistent solution.
4.1.1 Tree directing
In order to direct the tree uniformly, we must exploit the topology of the tree to break the
symmetry reflected by the identical codes and the lack of identifiers. For this task we use a
distributed protocol for finding the centers of a tree [15]. Acenter of atree is anode whose
maximal distance from the leaves is minimal. Consider asequential algorithm that works in
ph^es so that in every phase the leaves of the previous phase are removed from the tree.
In the last phase the tree has either one or two connected nodes left. These nodes are the
centers of the tree.
Our protocol distributedly simulates the above algorithm. If only one center exists, it
declares itself as a root (by setting its root held to TRUE ). and all the incident edges are
directed towards it. When two centers exist, one of them becomes a root and the link that
connects them is directed accordingly. The choice of which center becomes the root is not
deterministic and depends on the scheduling order and the initial values. The "first" center
that applies the tree direction protocol declares itself as a root ifand only if the other center
is not the root already. When the other center is scheduled, it is supposed to do the same.
However, its current status of either being the root or not is valid (since the first center
has taken care of that already) and thus it remains unchanged. The central demon policy
assures that only one (neighboring) center will be scheduled each time.
This approach yields a relatively simple uniform tree directing protocol that simulates
the above description. Assuming the number of nodes in the network ^ is n, every node i
has the following fields:
Ln/aj] - a vector that counts the number of i's neighbors in each phase of the
sequential algorithm. records the number of neighbors of : in phase j. If =
1 it means that i becomes a leaf in the >-th phase (although it may be initillized
incorrectly). iV,[0] is repeatedly initialized to the number of i'sneighbors in the network
(so that iV,[Oj = 1means that t is a le<if in the original tree).
Tooti - a boolean field that indicates whether i is the root. Eventually only one of the
centers has the value TRUE in this field.
parenti - a variable assigned the number of the edge that leads to the neighbor that
becomes the parent of i (the enumeration is made by the a,- function, as in the general
protocol, and is local to i). When the network stabilizes, namely when all the N-
vectors converge, every node has only one neighbor that is eligible to be its parent,
except the root which has none, and no two nodes are parents ofeach other.
The protocol works by having each node scan its neighbors* iV-vectors and compute its
own accordingly. The j-th entry of vector iV,- represents the number of i's neighbors in the
>-th phase of the sequential algorithm. Its value is recursively computed by decreasing the
number of neighbors that became leaves in the previous phase from the entire number of
neighbors in the previous phase, since those are exactly the neighbors of i that would have
been removed by the sequential algorithm in its j-th phase. Anode is recognized to be a leaf
by having only one neighbor. Each node except the root chooses as its parent the neighbor
that it is still connected to whenever it becomes a leaf, namely that neighbor which is not
a leaf and therefore is not removed from the tree earlier than itself. All the entries of the
vector after the one in which the node is recognized as a leaf are assigned a value,
indicating that the node is already removed from the tree.
A node recogmzes that it is a center whenever one of the following two conditions is
satisfied:
'We can overcome the necessity of knowing the size of the network by using dynamic memory allocation.
However, for the sake ofthe simplicity ofthe code we assume the knowledge ofn.
1. It becomes neighborless without being a leaf, which means that it is asingle center of
the tree and thus it becomes the root.
2. It becomes a leaf m the same phase as one of its neighbors —the other center. In this
case, the node checks whether the other center is already the root. If-not, it becomes
the root, and otherwise it chooses the other center to be its parent.
Figure 12 presents pseudo code for the protocol. Recall that the code is repeated forever,
although from some point on, the tree does not change.
procedure tree-directing
Begin
1. A^,[0] *— [nei5A6<ws(i)|
2. for 7 = 1 to [n/2J do { go over the iV-vector }
3. if Ni{j - 1] >1then {if i is not yet a leaf at the {j - l)-th phase }{ the leaves of the {j - l)-th phase are removed in the j-th phase }
—1] - |{i Ikeneighbor3{i) A —ij = ij|
I' °^ ^^3i€neiff/i6ors(i) s.t. = i a --rootk)) then
rooti ^ TRUE •[ i is the root }
parent; NONE
{ »becomes a leaf in the j-th phase }
9- parent; *- k s.t. k^n€ighbors{t) A > 1
{ eventually exactly one such k exists }10. else {i is not in the tree in the j-th phase }
Figure 12: Uniform tree directing procedure for node t
Proper convergence of the iV-vectors is guaranteed by the fact that Ar,[j] depends only
on - 1] and {iVfc[j - 1]| A: 6neighbors{i)}, which are properly updated earlier. The base
of this Iterative convergence is applied by repeatedly assigning to N;[0] the actual number
of neighbors of : in the network.
The complexity of the tree protocol is clearly linear in the network's size since ail its
subprotocols are linear, and hence it equals the sequential time complexity. However, the
paraUel time can be further linearly bounded by the diameter of the tree where the diameter
is the longest path between any two leaves of the tree.
4.2 Example
In order to demonstrate the convergence of the TC protocol, we present a simple tree con
straint network and a typical execution. Figure 13 presents the initial configuration of the
network and the structure of a node. The network is a tree with two centers. All the nodes
have identic^ domains {n 6,c) and all the constraints, except those that are explicitly ,den-
J. , ,1, {(''.'').(A.4),(c,c)}). The parent field of every node is indicated as adirection of the appropriate edge. In the initial confignration all tL nodj, con iderthl
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Figure 13: Initial configuration of tree network
5 Conclusions
The rraults presented in this paper establish theoretical bounds on the capabilities of connec
tionist architectures and other distributed approaches to constraint satisfaction problems.
,elf!t''ll-" °a consistency problem using
S ifstrex t f convergence to aconsistent solution, If such exists, from any initial configuration. Such aproperty is essential for dynamic
environments, where unexpected changes could occur in some of the constraints
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Figure 14: Tree network convergence
'm' ^ protocol (one in which ell nodes are identical) when any
activate t^°"t P^blem even if only one node is
are doLr Tr" Protocols have obvious advantages and
r!o£i^n orih tT"^ architectures, they cannot guarantee convergence toa solution. On the o her hand, distinguishing one node from the others is sufficient
nro'^ o^o^o'"'1 ^ "'hen sets of nodes are activated simultaneously, Ap tocol for solving the problem under such conditions i p sen ed.
We then demonstrated that when the network is restricted to trees a uniform, self-
stabihzing protocol for solving the problem for any schedule does exist, but only under a
central demon (one neighboring node is activated at a time).
It IS still an open question whether auniform protocol is feasible for general graphs under
some specific, given scheduling (e.g., round-robin).
Regarding time complexity, we have shown that in the worst case the distributed and
he sequent!^ protocols have the same complexity bound: exponential in the depth of the
spanning DPS tree. On the average, however, aspeedup is feasible by exploiting parallelism.
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